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Chodosh Bulletin Update
CHODOSH BULLETIN 13 DEC 18
YOSEPH HERMAN-GUIDE TO CHODOSH
The following are changes and corrections to the final issue of the Guide to Chodosh, dated 23 Nov
18. The printed copies of this Guide are now available at the local distributors. They are being
mailed out to the individual subscribers this week.
ISRAEL
Nestle’s cereals, such as Cheerios produced in Poland and sold in Israel. The wheat and oats in these
cereals are always Yoshon, under the OU. The barley, if used, may be Chodosh at this time.
Nature Valley Granola bars. A special run was made for sale in Israel. It is guaranteed to be Yoshon
by the OU only if the label is in Hebrew and it states, "Lelo Chashas Chodosh". If the label is not in
Hebrew and does not state, "Lelo Chashash Chodosh" then one should not assume that it is Yoshon.
QUEENS, NY
Carlos and Gabby’s on Main St. Flushing is no longer Yoshon.
PRODUCTS
Kemach Minestrone soup, the Chodosh code is H8135 (8=year, 135=day of the year)
***************************************************
To send an E mail message to the Guide, please address it to: yherman@earthlink.net.
For a copy of the latest Guide, send email to chodosh@moruda.com
Before you discontinue using an E-mail service, please unsubscribe from this list by sending a
message to:
Chodosh-unsubscribe@lists.projectgenesis.org .
Then if you wish to resume receiving these messages from your new service, send a message to:
Chodosh-subscribe@lists.projectgenesis.org .
CAUTION: Some anti-spam filters require senders to respond to a challenge in order for their E mail
to be received. This E mail distribution list cannot provide such responses. Other filters eliminate all
mass mailings such as this one. If you are using such filters, be sure to put these messages on the
allowed list of your filter, otherwise you will not receive the updates.
__________________________________________
Project Chodosh is an independent activity, not affiliated with any movement or organization. We
thank the Jewish Internet Fund (JIF) for allowing us to use their E mail distribution services. The JIF
provides free email and web hosting to Jewish education and outreach organizations. We also thank
the sites moruda.com and sefer.org for allowing the public to use E mail to request copies from
their facilities of the Guides to Chodosh and the Mashgichim.

